Your Home or business can look better plus you can save your roof!
Did you know that roofs all over are being replaced many years too
soon? The black streaks are destructive moss growing on the roof.
The appearance of black or green stains is the first sign that damage may be
occurring. If this biological growth has infected your roof, it should not be ignored.
We have a solution! It is a simple and affordable way to stop your roof deterioration
and revive your curb appeal!

Call Paul Findeisen @ 410-937-8068
Roof Solutions+, Aberdeen, MD

Fully insured / References upon request

ROOF SOLUTIONS+

WE MAKE YOUR ROOF LOOK AND FEEL GOOD

Why the sudden explosion of roof staining? Modern shingle formulas include a
variety of cellulose and limestone fillers which algae, fungus and moss find very
nutritious. The appearance of black or green stains is the first sign that damage
may be occurring. If this biological growth has infected your roof, it should not be
ignored.
Prevent this type of destruction, and prolong the life of your roof. We use "Earth
Friendly Formula" that is safe for people, pets and plants. Once used, it breaks
down into harmless minerals that do not pollute our environment like poison
chemicals do. Our formula protects by safely killing the algae, moss and fungus that
are feeding on your roof material. It works great on any type of shingle, wood
shake, barrel tile, concrete tile, and clay tile. From Florida to California, we
are protecting homes all over America!
Important Consumer Notice: Roof Reviver(TM) has met strict standards, and
proudly proves it. Our formula has been tested and proven with the Environmental
Protection Agency and top shingle manufacturers. Don't be fooled! Many roof
cleaning products sold on the internet today are dangerous chemicals that can
damage your roof. Simply put, "If a roof cleaning product hasn't been registered
with the EPA and tested by the top shingle manufacturers, then don't use it." We
think you'll agree!

PS make a visual inspection of the gutters. Where ugly streaks or stains are present,
excessive lost granules accumulate in the bottom of the gutter. In some cases, the entire
bottom of the gutter is covered! Now, inspect the gutters where no roof stains are
apparent. There are very few granules to be found here. Seeing is believing. Why?
Protective granules are being lost as roof stains get worse. Permanent damage can result to
any roof in less than 7 years! Most importantly, shingle manufacturers consider this
destructive problem a condition of the environment, and not a defect of the
shingle. Therefore, the warranty does not cover this type of damage. The homeowner is on
their own. Unless you just enjoy buying a new roof on occasion, have us treat it!
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